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IBM DB2 UDB Express Edition Version 8.2 delivers everything small to medium-sized businesses need to accelerate time-to-value and dramatically reduce TCO in their database applications. Now, IBM's own experts show exactly how to get started with DB2 Express, and use it to develop, deploy, and manage superior applications from start to finish.

Like DB2 Express itself, this book cuts out the complexity--helping you achieve the full business benefits of today's most advanced database platform simply and quickly. You'll find step-by-step guidance and expert tips for every facet of DB2 Express development and administration, including: application design; development with both Visual Basic .NET and Java; security; deployment; performance tuning; day-to-day administration; and more. 

IBM's own DB2 specialists demonstrate how to use DB2 Express' graphical tools to manage DB2 more easily than any other full-function relational database. Along the way, they help you make the most of DB2 Express' powerful "autonomic" features for self-administration, self-tuning, and self-healing to drive down costs throughout the entire application lifecycle. 

This book will help you:

	Understand DB2 Express architecture and its implications for development and administration
	Install DB2 Express, create databases, and master essential DB2 Express tools
	Work with database objects: schemas, data types, tables, relationships, views, and indexes
	Develop VB.NET applications with ADO.NET and the DB2 .NET Data Provider
	Develop Java applications with JDBC and SQLJ
	Leverage DB2's concurrency model to design efficient transactions and improve user experience
	Introduce database functions, stored procedures, and triggers to improve application design
	Generate and manipulate data efficiently: LOAD, IMPORT, exporting to Microsoft Excel, reporting, and more
	Tune performance: optimize your configuration, analyze SQL with Visual Explain, and optimize SQL with Design Advisor
	Secure your applications: authentication, authorization, group privileges, and more
	Deploy to production, and master silent DB2 installations
	Define a solid database maintenance plan that fully leverages DB2 Express autonomic features
	Troubleshoot DB2 Express and avoid common pitfalls


Whether you're a developer, administrator, IT manager, or end-user, this definitive single-source guide will help you achieve results fast... and maximize DB2 Express' business value, every step of the way.
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Core Topics in Neuroanaesthesia and Neurointensive CareCambridge University Press, 2011

	Core Topics in Neuroanesthesia and Neurointensive Care is an authoritative and practical clinical text that offers clear diagnostic and management guidance for a wide range of neuroanesthesia and neurocritical care problems. With coverage of every aspect of the discipline by outstanding world experts, this should be the first book to which...
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Python Programming for TeensCengage Learning, 2014

	If you want to learn how to program in Python, one of today's most popular computer programming languages, PYTHON PROGRAMMING FOR TEENS is the perfect first step. Written by teacher, author, and Python expert Kenneth Lambert, this book will help you build a solid understanding of programming and prepare you to make the jump to other...
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Bootstrap EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use the powerful features of Bootstrap to create responsive and appealing web pages


	About This Book

	
		Learn where and how to use Bootstrap in your new web projects
	
		Design and develop mobile first web portals that support all devices
	
		A step-by-step guide with easy-to-follow...
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Renal Cell Carcinoma (Oxford American Oncology Library)Oxford University Press, 2014

	While patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC) are now living longer with improved quality of life, the success of novel therapies for mRCC has created challenges for practicing oncologists. Many patients who initially respond to targeted therapies ultimately develop progressive disease due to acquired resistance to these agents....
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Shipping Interdiction and the Law of the Sea (Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law)Cambridge University Press, 2009
In this comparative study of shipping interdiction, Douglas Guilfoyle considers the State action of stopping, searching and arresting foreign flag vessels and crew on the high seas in cases such as piracy, slavery, drug smuggling, fisheries management, migrant smuggling, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and maritime terrorism....
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Design of High-Speed Communication Circuits (Selcted Topics in Electronics and Systems)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Welcome to the special issue of the International Journal of High Speed Electronics and Systems on "High-Speed Mixed-Signal Integrated Circuits". Silicon, in particular MOS silicon, has rapidly become the de facto technology for mixed-signal integrated circuit design due to the high levels of integration possible as device...
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